support sound pedagogy, all three of these approaches can benefit from creative use of videos, polling, blogging, and much more.
If these are ways of counteracting the "fading" of knowledge, then are we flying in the face of useful unlearning? Insofar as we design learning outcomes which are linear and cumulative, we have to reinforce and focus on a learning rather than unlearning format. These remedies can be of benefit to the student who wishes to pass assessments and gain qualifications. They can also be useful in a workplace context to alert and remind staff of vital safety procedures and productive protocols which fit with the organisation's business model. We might, however, suggest that current trends in social media are moving to an overt fading model: consider the increasing popularity of Snapchat and other sources of ephemeral media. Regardless of whether data and images on Snapchat are actually deleted after a few seconds, there is perhaps a sense that all too permanent web records of communication are causing a counter shift.
"Wiping" is another variation of unlearning but produced by an external agent. The idea here is of an imposed change which forces previous ways of doing things to be unlearned and substitutes new ways. This is perhaps more easy to see in a workplace context than an educational one, where topdown changes are frequently imposed as new CEOs and new market turbulence or legislation may require old ways to be unlearned. Here again learning technologies are often brought to bear as slower methods of communication are replaced and intranets and video-conferencing deliver what used to take mountains of memos.
But perhaps the most interesting aspect of unlearning is the deep unlearning identified by Rushmer and Davies. This, they suggest, is about internal change -resulting from something which makes us question or challenge our beliefs and values. And this is where social media is of particular relevance in unlearning. The ubiquity, intimacy, and sheer speed of social media offer great potential for deep unlearning. While it is not difficult to find and cite examples of the harm social media can do in society, it can be harnessed for learning and, I would suggest, constructive unlearning.
The potentially disruptive nature of social media can force us to reconsider and review our values and our personal responses. And this is what we mean by deep unlearning, a personal shift in thinking. We can choose who to follow and befriend, often choosing those whose values are consistent with our own, but social media does not provide a consistently reinforcing and comfortable place, the kind of place we might inhabit with a familiar newspaper or radio station.
Social media allows disruption and shock, and its intimacy in use can penetrate our thinking and learning in a way lectures and classes often do not. We know students can learn better from their peers rather than many of their teachers. Educators everywhere are trying to integrate this notion of student-centred peer learning into their learning designs. Social media are tailor-made for this purpose. Students can catch infectious enthusiasm and urgency for study from their peers via Facebook and Whatsapp. They can use Instagram and Pinterest to build visual narratives and archives to populate reflective blogs and eportfolios. The enquiry that once was under the control of the teacher can now be set free to roam across the world to find the best and the worst of human nature and experience. Meanwhile, the teacher or trainer will always be needed to help the learner make sense of the world they find themselves in. Their role is to provide safe contexts to explore this disruptive world, and to develop robust frameworks and criteria for evaluating the mediated universe.
If we want people to move away from surface and strategic learning, to learn in any depth, they have to unlearn in depth too. Deep unlearning can be triggered through social media to challenge mindsets and help learners to be receptive to change -both in work organisations and educational institutions. Can social media technologies drive deep unlearning? If so, we need a much better understanding of how this happens and how unlearning with technology can help people face turbulent change in our working and learning environments.
